The Imaging X-Ray Polarimetry Explorer (IXPE): Overview by Ramsey, B. et al.
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POLARIZATION FROM MODULATION HISTOGRAM
AND CALIBRATED MODULATION FACTOR
§ Polarization	degree








IAPS/INAF	(Istituto di	Astrofisia e	Planetologia Spaziali /	Istituto
Nazionale di	Astro	Fisica)
INFN	(Istituto Nazionale di	Fisica Nucleare)
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GROUND SYSTEM:	CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
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END-TO-END FLOW FROM DETECTED PHOTONS TO
SCIENTIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
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CONSTRAIN POLARIZATION PROPERTIES OF












TEST REFLECTION-NEBULA HYPOTHESIS FOR X RAYS
FROM GALACTIC-CENTER MOLECULAR CLOUDS
§ Does	Sgr B2	echo	Sgr A*	x-ray	activity?
• Time	delay	of	a	few-hundred	years
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TEST REFLECTION-NEBULA HYPOTHESIS FOR X RAYS
FROM GALACTIC-CENTER MOLECULAR CLOUDS
§ Does	Sgr B2	echo	Sgr A*	x-ray	activity?
• Highly	polarized	x	radiation,	if	reflected	(Thomson	scattered)
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OBTAIN PHASE-RESOLVED POLARIMETRY OF































































BIREFRINGENCE IN A MAGNETIZED VACUUM
§ Magnetar (Bsurf up	to	1015 G)
• Example:	1RXS	J170849.0-400910	
– 11-s	pulse	period
– 250-ks	IXPE (simulated) observation
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MEASURE BLACK-HOLE SPIN FROM POLARIZATION
ROTATION IN TWISTED SPACE-TIME
§ Microquasar	in	accretion-dominated	state
• Example:	GRS	1915+105	
– 200-ks	IXPE	(simulated)	observation
◦ Uses	prior	disk-orientation	information	from	radio	jet
